The changing
finance
landscape
How mid market leaders are navigating
the transformation frontier
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Reading the signposts:
Telling indicators and a sorting
out among finance organizations
Against a general background of “disruption as the new
normal,” CFOs are aware their organizations need to
change if finance is to help the business successfully
counter these conditions, survive, and grow. In middlemarket companies—defined as those between
$500 million and $5 billion in annual revenues—what’s
noteworthy is “why” and “how.”
KPMG’s recent research indicates an emerging divide
between a cluster of middle-market leaders, who see

disruption as an opportunity to recast finance as a growth
and innovation enabler for the business, and the rest of
the field, who view even radical retooling through the lens
of traditional finance mandates. Right now, this sorting
out is akin to a hairline fissure, visible through the close
examination of some telling leading indicators. During the
next three to five years, we expect the divide to widen
considerably, with both causes and effects clearly visible in
a growing body of evidence.
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Reframing the conversation:
New thinking from high performers
Our most significant findings come from organizations
we define as either “high performers” (with greater than
11 percent profit margin and revenue growth) and “top
performers” (greater than 20 percent profit margin and
annual revenue growth). These companies clearly are doing
something right. In some subtle but telling ways,
our research confirms correlations between advanced
finance practice and sustained outperformance in
parent enterprises.
This rethinking among leaders shows up across issues
of intense topical interest to CFOs. As they assess
technology investments, for example, substantially higher
percentages of leaders see data and analytics as a tool to
address finance capacities more directly related to growth,
whether through increased top-line revenue, M&A, or
business development. Similarly, they look at their human
capital assets differently, and are likelier to see intelligent
automation (IA) as a lever that will enable existing finance
staff to take on more value-added and strategic roles.
Above all, finance leaders are not complacent. They are
clear eyed about the challenges they face and willing
to take an active role in meeting them. Their attitudes

about artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
are instructive. While more than 90 percent of midsize
companies report plans to strengthen their AI or ML base,
there’s a cognitive dissonance in self-assessment of the
data and analytics capabilities that power AI and ML.
Relative to the overall survey pool, mid-market finance
leaders indicate both awareness of current-state shortfalls
and greater willingness to proactively address them.
Many of their also-ran peers, by contrast, believe finance
is “already there” and, in a noteworthy anomaly, actually
more advanced on the prescriptive/cognitive end of the
data maturity spectrum than on the more basic descriptive
and diagnostic end.
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For the leaders, excellence in the traditional finance execution—value
preservation—is a given. They’re pivoting to value creation: ‘How do we
power top-line revenue growth, or support disruptive innovation?’
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A matter of priorities:
Value creation versus
value preservation
As CFOs pivot to support imperatives
for increased agility, innovative
thinking, and strategic risk-taking,
legacy finance mandates primarily
based on cost and control will still
matter. Our research indicates many
mid-market finance teams still define
“transformation” as execution
excellence against traditional valuepreservation paradigms. Complying
with regulatory and accounting
changes, for example, is the most
supported finance transformation
initiative, supported by more than
three-quarters of respondents.
The difference between finance
leaders and also-rans may be a matter

of perspective and priorities. In our
conversations, CFOs indicate they are
aware of how some finance teams are
using harmonized data frameworks
and advanced analytics to increase the
speed, depth, and breadth of insight
they can deliver to the business. They
indicate keen speculative interest
in metrics that can capture value
creation, particularly nonfinancial and
predictive KPIs. In practice, however,
the biggest barriers to improved
use of data and analytics suggest
more foundational, bread-and-butter
agendas: foundational concerns about
data accuracy and quality, inadequate
integration, and accessibility.
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The people factor:
Organization, skil sets, behavior
From our perspective, technology or process
transformation can’t succeed if impacts on behavior,
culture, and organizations are ignored or minimized.
CFOs know the in-house talent mix has to shift to
advance a transformation agenda. In the middle market,
creating value requires a unique set of skills that merge
legacy compliance and accounting strengths with new
competencies in understanding and creating finance
strategy that is aligned with the financial targets of the
company, as measured by ROI or top-line revenue or
profitability.
Many indicate finance will struggle to take advantage of
potentially transformative IA due to a lack of skilled staff
to support new technology or processes. The good news
is that a large majority plan to reskill/retrain as much as
half of their workforce for new roles due to the impact of
IA, rather than replace them. Nine in ten indicate finance
support for the necessary upskilling or reskilling of talent
that will go with the new roles.

The majority of mid-market companies agree that IA will
impact approximately some of their current workforce
in the next two years. And while the automation and
workforce flexibility possibilities of IA are real, concerns
about wholesale displacement of finance professionals
seem to be misplaced. “Finance transformation” is not
a code word for wholesale automation-driven headcount
reduction, and in fact, most mid-market companies
indicate they foresee IA creating a net increase in finance
headcount.

Nine in ten indicate finance support for
the necessary upskilling or reskilling of
talent that will go with the new roles.

Mastering organizational and behavioral dimensions of major
change are likely to be true finance differentiators. Finance
leaders are very aware of workforce and skil set issues.
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Plug-and-play
impact: Service
delivery alternatives
On the transformation frontier:
Alterative service models and
cloud technology
Resourcing constraints are an
across-the-board concern for midmarket companies and something
that sets them apart as a distinct
subset of all businesses. With
that in mind, we looked closely
at as-a-service delivery models
and cloud technology platforms,
two ways that mid-market finance
organizations are considering
leveling the playing field against
much larger competitors.

Faced with imperatives to support business agility, CFOs
tell us they see alternative service delivery models as a
plug-and-play means to access third-party advantages of
scale and make measurable impact, quickly. For resourceconscious CFOs, the low up-front costs and predictability
of managed service subscription models are attractive,
as are the continuous business-improvement features of
most as-a-service approaches. Unsurprisingly, nearly all
mid-market finance groups are at least slightly active in
overhauling their service delivery model.
Asked about anticipated benefits, more than a third of
mid-market finance teams cite access to cloud computing,
IA, and data and analytics as their motivator. Similar
proportions cite advanced technologies and an increase in
functional efficiency and reduced operating costs as the
most important new or enhanced capabilities the finance
function will introduce as a result of its financial service
delivery overhaul. As we noted earlier, finance leaders
are distinguished by the additional incentive of creating a
scalable delivery model that can support growth
and innovation.
As an active transformation priority, the actual embrace
of managed services models is more mixed: Only a third
of our mid-market finance survey respondents are very
actively considering them; less than a quarter indicate
greater use of alternative service delivery models as
their most important new or enhanced capability. Cost
considerations are a net barrier, even though alternative
service delivery models such as subscription-based, ondemand platforms are understood to offer ways to amortize
CapEx investments, and work around up-front investment
constraints. In-house workforce limitations—the quality
and skills of finance staff relative to those required for new
service delivery models—are another hurdle: A fifth of midmarket finance survey respondents cite concerns about
whether their current professionals can readily work with
third-party models.
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Not whether, but how:
Cloud platforms
As a finance modernization alternative, mid-market CFOs
accept the cloud as a foundational given. They intuitively
understand their legacy homegrown tech environments
will not get them access to either external Big Data they
could purchase or enhanced insight from internal data
they already have. The question isn’t whether to migrate to
cloud, but instead, “How are we going to do it?”—specific
technologies, consideration sets of third-party solutions,
implementation roadmaps, organizational hurdles.
Depending on finance technology maturity, CFOs ask
about whether to retire data warehouses, or the relative
advantages of on-premise versus hybrid on-premise/cloud
approaches to storage of mission-critical data.
While CFOs accept that cloud is the dominant technology
platform, mid-market finance teams are moving to embrace
it cautiously. Again, resource constraints—the costs of
cloud development, management, and support—are top
of mind. The majority of respondents point to cost as a
cloud adoption challenge for core and peripheral finance
applications and systems. The maturity and functionality
of existing systems is another resource constraint. Data
security concerns are also holding back finance teams from
full embrace of cloud. Four in five say they are more likely
to keep data on-premises or go to a mix of on-premise/
cloud storage. finance is more welcoming of cloud for
artificial intelligence, machine learning, robotic process
automation, and data analytic enhancements than for core
accounting or peripheral financial systems.
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Knowing where to look

KPMG has long been interested in
the trajectory of accepted business
thinking from frontier concepts to
widespread commercial practice.
Our work by its nature makes us a
direct witness to adoption curves—in
technology, processes, organization,
and perhaps most important, mindset.
Why look at the middle market?
One important reason is that these
companies better indicate the center
of gravity in current finance practice
than do the sometimes better-known
giants.
We’re aware that pioneering advances
often spring up when established
ways of doing things no longer work.
All CFOs know that they must find
new ways to deliver value to the
business if finance is to maintain
its strategic relevance, or even its
traditional stewardship of the financial

stability and control agenda. In a sea
of competing theories, our experience
suggests knowing where to look and
what to pay attention to will count, as
finance looks for ways to future-proof
the business.
In our own work to separate
meaningful insight from noise, we see
a small group of mid-market leaders
already demonstrating how finance
can drive breakout performance and
competitive agility. In our survey
research and conversations with
CFOs, these finance leaders seem
to have common traits and practices,
regardless of their industry or
circumstances. Our working premise
is that the impacts of these shared
characteristics can be identified,
measured, and replicated, for middlemarket finance teams looking to
join them.

Pioneering advances often spring up
when established ways of doing things
no longer work.
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About KPMG’s “Future of finance”

The research findings notes are based on mid-market analysis from
KPMG’s recent global finance survey. The respondents included
C-suite and director-level finance executives across all industry
sectors and geographic markets.
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About KPMG National Market
KPMG’s National Market practice is focused on delivering solutions specifically designed
for companies with annual revenues between $500 million and $7 billion. For more
information, please visit https://advisory.kpmg.us/issues/mid-market.html
Your customers, suppliers, and employees are all asking for more, and the next decisions you
make are critical. When you need to future-proof your organization to adapt to the changing world,
you need access to the right people, technology, and advice. That’s KPMG. We are committed to
providing you the outcomes you are looking for. We will help your organization grow, invest, and
innovate to compete more effectively, make better decisions, and manage risk. Through all lifecycle
stages, we’re here for you.

Contact us
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Partner, Advisory,
Financial Management
T: 212-954-2542
E: jmulhall@kpmg.com

Bruce Church
Advisory Bus Development,
National Markets
T: 214-840-4693
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